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By Mr. Klimm of Barnstable, petition of John C. Klimm relative to
the municipal revenue growth factor under the education reform law.
Education, Arts and Humanities.

Commontoealtl) of Jfflafisacfjusctts;
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Five,

An Act relative to the

municipal

revenue

growth

factor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
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“MUNICIPAL REVENUE GROWTH FACTOR”, the increase
in local general revenues calculated by subtracting one from the
quotient calculated by dividing the sum of (1) the maximum levy
limit for the fiscal year estimated by multiplying the levy limit of
the prior fiscal year by a factor equal to one hundred and two and
one-half percent plus the average of the percentage increases in
the levy limit due to new growth over the last three available
years as certified by the department of revenue, and (2) the
amount of general revenue sharing aid for the fiscal year by the
sum of (1) the actual levy limit for the prior fiscal year, and (2)
the amount of general revenue sharing aid received for the prior
fiscal year; provided, however, that for the purposes of this calculation the levy limit shall exclude any amounts generated by overrides applicable to any year after fiscal year nineteen hundred and
ninety-three; and provided, however, that in the absence of an
actual levy limit for the prior fiscal year, the actual levy limit for
the prior fiscal year shall be estimated by multiplying the actual
levy limit of the fiscal year preceding the prior fiscal year by a
factor equal to one hundred and two and one-half percent plus the
average of the percentage increases in the levy limit due to new
growth over the last three available years as certified by the
department of revenue; provided, further that in the absence of an
actual levy limit for the prior fiscal year, the maximum levy limit
for the fiscal year shall be calculated by multiplying the estimated
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25 levy limit of the prior fiscal year by a factor equal to one hundred
26 and two and one-half percent plus the average of the percentage
27 increases in the levy limit due to new growth over the last three
28 available years as certified by the department of revenue; pro-29 vided, further, that said factor shall not be greater than the factor

30 determined by subtracting one from the quotient calculated by
31 dividing total state school aid for the current fiscal year by total
32 state school aid for the prior fiscal year.
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